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By John Hoffmann
PARKWAY WEST MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHER CITED FOR ALLOWING
UNDERAGE DRINKING AT PARTY: Lee Manna, a 49-year-old Industrial Technology
teacher at Parkway West Middle School was cited on a Saturday May 25 for hosting a
party on his property where underage drinking was occurring. Manna is also involved
with the Parkway West H.S. Lacrosse program. Three 20-year-old males, two from
Town and County, were also cited for Minors in Possession of Alcohol.
Chesterfield Police Officers Friemel, Michael Ryffel, Trevor McBride and Mathew Dees
responded to a report of a party with underage drinking in progress at 2050
Winterhaven Court. The reporting party would later tell officers that this was not the first
time parties with apparent underage drinking was observed at the house, just the first
time they decided to call the police.
Officers arrived and found a party on-going in the garage of the residence and a bonfire
in the backyard. An officer observed Bradley Seabaugh, Jr. 20-years-old and a Parkway
West High School grad drinking in the garage. Seabaugh lives in Town and Country in
the 14200 block of Manderleigh Woods Drive. A breath test showed that Seabaugh had
been drinking long enough to develop a blood alcohol level.
Officers who went to the area of the bonfire found Carter Smith 20, also a Parkway
West grad of the 1000 block of Claymark Drive in Town and Country and Adam
Edelman, 20,of the 1400 block of Shagbark Court in Chesterfield. All three persons
appeared to have been drinking enough that their breath smelled of intoxicants. Breath
tests also showed the Smith and Edelman had been drinking long enough to test
positive for a BAC level like Seabaugh.
All three were cited for being Minors in Possession of Alcohol.
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Bradley Seabaugh

Carter Smith

The police contacted Lee Manna who was giving a graduation party for his daughter.
Manna told officers that he had bottled water and soft drinks for younger guests and
alcohol for older guests. He said he was unaware that younger persons were drinking
alcohol. He was cited for “Hosting a Party with Underage Drinking Present.”
On the face of this it is not a big deal. Three 20-year-old caught drinking beer at a
party. However, if you stop and think about it who else besides a teacher should know
better of the dangers of having unattended beer and liquor at a party around underage
persons? Maybe a cop, an emergency room nurse or doctor, but it is a short list.
Plus the teacher has a reputation in the community to protect and he also has his job
and pension to protect. Some underage person gets drunk at his party on his beer and
then kills someone driving home…there would be a lot of eyes on you.

ANOTHER FEDERER CHARGED: The Federer Family in Chesterfield is helping
to single handedly support a family of lawyers. A criminal summons was just issued on
June 4 against 18-year-old Jason Federer for Using False ID to Gain entry to a Gaming
Boat. The case is being handled by the Missouri Gaming Commission Enforcement
Section and is the result of Federer using a fake ID to try and entry the Ameristar
Casino in St. Charles on December 13, 2012.

Jason Federer from his Facebook page
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This isn’t the first contact with law enforcement for Jason, a 2013 Lafayette H.S. grad.
On November 2, 2012 the Chesterfield Police responded to the family home at 17927
White Robin Court to break up an underage drinking party. They found five underage
youths drinking on the property.
In a phone conversation in December of 2012 with Ted Federer, Sr. the party was being
held by then 17-year-old Jason and not 21-year-old Theodore Federer, Jr. The father
who was out of town and Jason were both cited. Their cases were sent to the St. Louis
County Circuit Court upon demand by Federer’s attorney and apparently were
dismissed as they are no longer in the Missouri Court computer system. .

Party central 17927 White Robin Court.

Federer’s older brother and a true role model is Ted, Jr. who just turned 21. We
featured Ted in our special report on local prosecutor Tim Englemeyer and how drunks
and thieves are rarely convicted of their crimes. We saved the part of Ted for last
because it was the most outrageous.
http://johnhoffmann.net/dwi_thieves_2013.pdf
Here is older brother Ted’s rap sheet:
11-02-12
10-23-12
08-25-12

State of Missouri files Forfeiture Papers
2001 Audi and $8,975 in cash seized
as profits of illegal activity
Attempt to Purchase Liquor by a Minor

03-29-12
03-29-12
02-13-12
02-13-12
01-11-12
01-11-12

Stealing
Destruction of Property
Minor in Possession of Liquor
Give false Information to Police
Stealing
Minor in Possession of Liquor
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St. Louis County Prosecutor
St. Louis County Police
Missouri Highway Patrol
Montgomery County Missouri
Pled Guilty $100 fine
Chesterfield PD Guilty to reduced charge
Chesterfield PD Guilty
Chesterfield PD Guilty
Chesterfield PD Guilty
Chesterfield PD Guilty to reduced charge
Chesterfield PD Guilty

09-03-11
09-03-11

Attempt to Purchase Liq by Minor
Driving While Intoxicated

07-04-11
09-03-10
10-08-08

Minor Intoxicated
Speeding (20 Over PG 5 days jail)
Impeding Traffic

Camden County Sheriff’s Office
Camden County Sheriff’s Office
Pled Guilty 7 Days Co Jail
Missouri Water Patrol
Livingston Co Sheriff’s Office
Town and Country PD fined

Here is a photo spread of Ted Federer from his Facebook page:

Ted Federer, Jr from his Chesterfield PD mug shot
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Even 23-year old Stephanie Federer was on a court docket after being charged by the
Highway Patrol on April 4, 2012 for speeding in excess of 20 MPH over the limit.
SMITTY’S WAITRESS ATTACK UPDATE: I just received permission from stabbing
victim Nancy Seaman to use the photos of her wounds five weeks after she was
slashed by a drunk customer who she refused to serve.

Nancy, a longtime waitress and bartender (23 years) at Smitty’s on Clayton Road, was
viciously attacked on January 28 by an intoxicated Jayne Baning who she refused to
serve. Baning attacked Seaman with the broken stem of a cocktail glass. She
attempted to continue to stab Seaman but a kitchen worker stopped the assault.
We saw Nancy at Smitty’s on June 6. Her scars were healing, but she faces more
surgery in September. The nerve damage from the attack has also resulted in her
getting Bell’s Palsy. Seaman could not smile until recently after treatment from a
neurosurgeon. She still has trouble smiling and moving the left corner of her mouth.
She is also suffering from intense headaches and blurry vision. She does not know
when she will be able to return to work.
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The facial scar does not immediately appear to be Nancy can now smile, but the left side of her mouth
Special Effects from a horror movie but is still there. does not move when she talks giving her a slight
slur.

Nancy reported she is still having problems with work comp insurance as her case
manager quit six weeks earlier and her case was not being worked on. She said she
has a new case manger and hopefully things will improve.
Meanwhile Baning faces a Preliminary Probable Cause Hearing
on July 3 at 10:30am before Judge Dennis Smith.

PLANNING AND PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE SHOWS SPLIT FROM LAST
ELECTION ON GAS STATION ISSUE: The proposed development of the northeast
corner of Long Road and Edison Avenue continues along despite problems. At
Thursday’s Public Works and Planning Committee meeting the vote between the four
councilpersons were tied on several issues. Connie Fults and Derek Grier twice voted
on motions that would favor the developer while Dan Hurt and Barry Flachsbart voted to
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take a slower approach and reduce the size of the convenience store/gas station/car
wash/drive thru widow/ATM proposal.

While the plans called for a center with the convenience store/gas station plus four other
buildings, the applicant only plans to build the convenience store and gas station first.
The other buildings are for future consideration. This makes some sense because the
retail center caddy-corner to this one on Long Road and Edison has 50% or more
vacant store fronts.
The convenience store and gas station plans also call for a car wash and a drive thru
lane next to the building for coffee and donut purchases, plus an ATM machine.

The proposal has not been approved at two prior meetings. It was being held for the
applicant to make changes. A portion of the store, a row of gas pumps, part of an
overhead canopy and the ATM machine were all in violation of city setback
requirements. Also a right turn only into the gas station from Long Road was deemed to
be dangerous without enough clearance.
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The applicant represented by Mike Doster made only minor changes. He moved the
right turn entrance further north. This actually gave more clearance for vehicle turning
into the lot, but caused problems associated with a nearby four-way entrance.
The city code requires a setback of 80 feet from Long Road. Originally the developer
wanted just a 50 foot setback. As a compromise with the committee they moved the
entrance back. They now want a 60 foot setback which is still 20 beyond the city
requirement.
The developer did not submit an actual detailed plan, but did show a new drawing with
much less detail than a final site plan.
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“I have several issues with this involving the code,” said Planning Director Aimee Nassif.
A statement like that from a high ranking staff member should have sent a clear
message to the councilpersons on the committee. It apparently did not for two of the
members.
The public works director, Mike Geisel, gave a lukewarm response.
“As compared to what was originally presented it is an improvement,” he said.
Dan Hurt made a motion to move the setback requirement from 50 to the 80 feet stated
in the code. Hurt and Barry Flachsbart voted for it and Connie Fults and Derek Grier
voted against it.
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Councilman Dan Hurt pointing out problems he still with the
plan.

Next Flachsbart made a motion to eliminate the ATM. Flachsbart and Hurt voted for the
motion to remove the ATM and Fults and Grier vote against it.
Fults moved to have the proposal forwarded to the City Council. Fults and Grier voted to
move the proposal to the full city council while Flachsbart and Hurt voted to keep it in
the committee and require more changes. Only a majority NO vote could keep the
matter at the committee level. The tie vote moved it on to the full City Council.
VOTES SHOW COUNCILPERSONS STICKING TO THEIR ELECTION STANDS:
Flachsbart was the only sitting council person to endorsed Bob Nation in his run for
mayor. Hurt also endorsed Nation and defeated sitting councilman Randy Logan who
with the others endorsed Matt Segal, who had worked for developers in the past and
had a reputation of being very pro development.
THE ELEPHANT ON THE DRAWING BOARD: Here is what struck me as being
odd…the developer currently does not plan to build the other four buildings located
behind the convenience store. There is no reason why the store and gas pumps cannot
be moved further back to meet all exiting requirements. This appears to be a case of “I
want it my way!”
Hurt had suggested that the developer eliminate four of the proposed eight dual pumps,
which would leave four dual sided pumps for eight cars instead of 16 and erase the
setback violation.
Keep in mind there already is convenience store/gas station and drive thru McDonalds a
block away at Chesterfield Airport Road and Long Road and another U-Gas gas station
and convenience store planned for across the street from McDonalds.
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In the end when this reaches the Council I think all the councilpersons who backed
Segal in his defeat will vote for the proposal and will give all the variances the developer
wants. Those votes will be Connie Fults, Mike Casey, Elliot Grissom and Derek Grier. I
think that Hurt, Flachsbart and Nancy Greenwood will vote against it. Bruce DeGroot is
the wild card whether it is a tie or passes. If it is a tie, Mayor Bob Nation in the May 23
committee meeting, where he is a non-voting member indicated he was for it. So the
anti-development mayor might just vote with the developer.
PROTECTING THE CITY CODE IS IMPORTANT: When you start handing out
variances by the basketful all you do is weaken the strength of the City Building Codes.
This appears to be a case where there has not been strong evidence presented for the
need to not follow the City Code.
SALT PRICES TO REMAIN THE SAME: Chesterfield continues to handle the money
and purchasing for the regional road salt cooperative. Chesterfield buys 40,000 tons of
road salt for 44 municipalities and two school districts.
The price will stay the same and the Public Works and Planning Committee
recommended for the City to enter into a year-to-year agreement with the current
supplier, which continues to offer the lowest prices for road salt.
The city itself needs 6,000 tones of salt per winter season on average. This fall they
need to replace 3,500 tons of salt to have their 6,000 tons stockpile for the start of
winter.
MONSANTO EXPANSION: The first expansion of the Chesterfield Monsanto Research
Campus isn’t a building but is a parking lot.
Councilman Dan Hurt asked if the staff would inquire with Monsanto about them
allowing a trail to go through a part of their property that would connect with the Level
Trail and complete a 26-mile loop.
Staff members said they would ask but doubted if Monsanto would agree to allowing a
public trail on their property. Planning Director Aimee Nassif said Monsanto security has
stopped city staffers from entering the property in connection with the expansion plans.
She said the company’s concerns of security will likely keep anything that allows public
access to the property from happening.
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The red circle is where Monsanto plans to build new parking facilities on their campus.
The empty area in the center of the photo is where city staff believes the first new
buildings will be constructed.
DOG KENNEL: The new dog kennel is still on track for the industrial area on Olive
Street Road south of Chesterfield Airport Road.

Architect’s rendering of new dog kennel.
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RUMOR HAS IT SEGAL MIGHT TRY TO GET BACK: There are some rumors floating
around City Hall that former councilman Matt Segal may try and win a seat back on the
city council. If that try was in April he would be running against an original founder of
Chesterfield, Barry Flachsbart.
Last April Flachsbart backed both Bob Nation for mayor over Segal and Nancy
Greenwood for council over a Segal backed candidate. It was a mixed result. While
Nation won the mayor’s race he did not carry Ward 1, but Greenwood trounced the
Segal candidate who Segal endorsed in much of his fliers in Ward-1.
In 2012 Flachsbart beat David Arbogast getting 61% of the vote. In 2010, 2008, 2006,
2004 and 2002 no one filed against him. In 2000 he won with 60% of the vote. In 1998
he was unopposed. Flachsbart appears to be popular and an independent.
If nothing else, a Segal versus Flachsbart race would be interesting. The guy tied to the
developers and an old timer who is independent and doesn’t mind being the lone “no”
vote.

Barry Flachsbart

Matt Segal

MUSIC AND FOOD:
Filippo’s: This coming Saturday evening Chris “Lupy” Swan will be playing in the bar
area of Filippo’s at 120 chesterfield Valley Drive. Chris has been a regular performer at
Dueling Pianos at clubs and casinos in the area. He can be a lot of fun. He has a quick
wit and knows a lot of standards from the American Songbook, plus plenty of rock and
pop favorites. At a different venue he can also put down hip-hop.
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AT THE RITZ: The seven piece pop-dance band Fantasy will be at the Ritz this
Saturday from 9pm to 12:30. They are always a lot of fun, especially when Charlie B
and Rhonda are on the vocals.

Yeah the photo is a little blurry, but these folks move around a lot.

WHERE I’LL BE ON SATURDAY NIGHT FROM 9-12: In Kirkwood at the One-19
Restaurant at 119 Kirkwood Road just past Jefferson Avenue. In the past I always
forget to snap a photo of my tenderloin steak. I didn’t last Saturday when I was at the
One-19 to see guitarist Randy Bahr and pianist Carolbeth True.
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Tenderloin steak slices. We have them hold the blue cheese sauce and use the delicious sauce they put
on the roasted potatoes. And of course an order of the roasted potatoes.

When good musicians are playing it will often draw other musicians! Last Saturday
trumpet player Randy Holmes stopped by and as did saxophone player and retired high
school music teacher Ben McDavid.

Randy Bahr on guitar and Carolbeth True on the keyboards.

THIS SATURDAY AT THE ONE-19…It will be trumpet man Jim Manley with Arthur
Toney on the keyboards. They will be playing from 9-to-midnight and the kitchen is open
until 11.
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Arthur Toney on the keyboard and Jim Manley on the trumpet.

THIS WEDNESDAY AND NEXT WEDNESDAY: The Route 66 Jazz Orchestra will be
at the Unity Church on Butler Hill Road this Wednesday at 7:30. Special guest vocalist
Dean Christopher will join regular vocalists Valerie Tichacek and Ron Wilkinson.
Then on June 19 they will put on the same show at the Kirkwood Station Brewery on E.
Jefferson in Kirkwood just past Kirkwood Road at 7:30.
No food or booze at the church…lots of food and drinks in Kirkwood.

Ok it’s a sketch from the Christmas concert…but I haven’t had a chance to use it .
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CANCELLED: I got an email from one of the area’s favorite singers, Anita
Rosamond saying her gig on June 21 at John Mineo’s has been cancelled by Mineo’s.
Anita will be at Smitty’s the next day on Saturday June 22 from 3-to-6..

CARTOONS:
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